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About This Game

Santa was preparing to deliver presents for boys and girls all over the world, but nasty Grinch has broke Santa's sleigh and he fall
down on the North pole and lost all presents, so Christmas celebration is under threat. Our brave character decides to return the
presents and bring the celebration back. Enter the snow area to pick all presents on the levels to move to the next area. Collect

all sweets during the game, avoid saws, spikes, icicles and falling to abyss - you will help main character come back all gifts and
Christmas will be saved. Santa will prepare his sleigh and move on worldwide giving out presents for all kids on the planet. help

Santa, save the Christmas!

Key features:
- Pretty graphics;

- Casual gameplay;
- Huge amount of levels;

- Unforgettable adventure;
- Easy to enjoy game mechanics;
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This game was a surreal and beautiful experience. The puzzles at times were a bit confusing at times but that was completely
overshadowed by the visuals and music. I would recommend this game to anyone who had the money for it.. Pretty nice little
game. More of a Metroid, less of a 'vania. Took me about six hours + some time to hunt down the secrets. If you crave
metroidvanias or sega genesis-style games get it asap. But at current price, i'd say only if you own all of the good ones already..
Again if only there was a maybe selection I would choose that, but here's my breakdown:

The content as it says:
"Extend your experience in the unique universe of Dragon Ball Xenoverse with this DLC GT Pack 2 (+ Mira and Towa):

4 Playable characters (Eis Shenron, Nuova Shenron, Towa and Mira)

Episodes and Parallel Quests

Master (Pan) and Masters Quests

Skills, Costumes and accessories

Z-souls

This content allows you to go deeper into the story of Dragon Ball GT through the game alone or with other players travelling in
the Toki Toki City."

I admire the work they put in trying to let everyone know about this new DLC #2 and getting the hype started and to be honest it
really intriuges me, but kinda lack luster towards the end there. We had 2 new challengers in the GT content story Nuova and
Eis, and honestly I admired them in the GT series (lets keep in mind Steam acquired this DLC, they didn't make it themselves),
they were kinda just smacked there in the middle and basically told us "here fight these guys and boom have at it and you win".
Where was the moment Future Kid Goku had troubles with them both and had to resort to Super Saiyan 4 Goku BEFORE
Omega Shenron even arrived in the first place. The DLC had good intentions, but honestly lacked that action packed adventure
we all wanted.

If you have the DB: Xenoverse Season Pass like I do, you can't really complain because you are saving more than you would if
you bought these DLCs individually as Steam continues to implement them. For now I'm going to just say this, if again you have
the season pass just take what they give you even if it might not be that great, just enjoy it, and for others who haven't acquire
the season pass I'd say get that so you can partake in upcoming content without having to waste a whole lot of euros\/dollars
wherever you're playing this or wait for most of these DLCs to go on sale which I know will be a while from now. DLC #1 and
#2 is okay and at least live up to their standards, just lets wait and see for whats to come in DLC #3.

Bonus: To actually know a little sneak peak of whats going to be in DLC #3, check out the community group and browsee
through to see information on it and tid bits.

As always happy travels my Time Patrollers and see you for DLC #3. Peace!. Quick fun. Easy and addictive.. A great
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throwback to old-school vector games with some clever twists on classic gameplay.

Gamepad is pretty much required; other than that, this is so much fun.. Zuma Deluxe is just not working at my PC ( window 10
64 bit), when i run it, it will balck screen.
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First Playthrough:

I didn't play the boardgame so I can't vouch for how close of an adaptation this is. That being said, I won my first playthrough as
continental army\/patriots on default difficulty and I enjoyed the game.

Interesting game mechanics - turns are random every round and your turn consists of 3 phases - reinforce -> move -> battle.
You draw 3 random cards at the beginning of your turn and play them during one of the three phases depending what the card
is. Sometimes the French\/Hessians will show up to reinforce you, sometimes you will pull a warship movement enabling you to
hit your opponent from any coast, and sometimes you won't get a movement at all. In my opinion this randomness makes you
think on your feet and makes the game pretty enjoyable.

I was worried this would be too much like Risk and it really isn't. It's fairly unique.. Rarely able to drive the route as there seems
to be a lot of crashing during play. Potential to be a fantastic route but the constant crashing during scenarios really lets it down.
Commonly it happens near Cardiff station. I hope they fix it soon. At the minute I can't recommend it.. Everything wrong with
the early access program. Got this for $1 and even that might be too much for what comes across as a high school weekend
project. Ghastly graphics (purple pushes, green grass, weird red or blue haze coming from polygonal looking buildings). An
interfact that is more ambitious than it is capable, AI that makes rocks look intelligent. A complete lack of any sort of overview
or instruction. Very poor hit detection, shooting an enemy from 30 yards away will depelte your health when it explodes for no
reason.

I think I can see where the developer would like to bring the game, but do not have faith the game will get there. This should
have never been put on the market for a fee.. Game need more UI Elements and more Info for Quest.
Maybe Respawn of Zombie is to much :). This game hits you hard with intense platforming and combat challenges. The art style
is stunning too, every aspect of the visuals is overflowing with charm and polish. Be wary- this game does not take it easy at all.
If you enjoy games where you fail often- then this is the game for you. You will lose, a lot. But the promise of success will keep
you coming back.. you can shoot yourself in the foot.

10\/10 for realism. While short and to the point, this game hits a lot of the right notes. I liked the various endings that keep you
guessing as to which might the "true" ending (if there even is one). I can easily see this game being expanded into a multi-hour
VN, but for now its more of a short story that leaves you thinking afterwards. Any fan of thrillers/mysteries should play this
game to help with a small craving.. Very fun game, played this on disk for years and always enjoyed it. Campaign was much
more difficult compared to Direct Action and seems a little lacking in satisfaction with voice actors and live action cutscenes
but the game makes up for it in new and improved units and mechanics. My one problem with this game is that multiplayer
online does not work. I looked forward to playing with my friends online but was disappointed when I couldn't. Overall a very
aesthetically pleasing game and a very fun time to strategize and wage war on. Well worth it as long as it is not bought for online
gameplay.

Last Day of Summer LiF:YO Patch in Beta Branch (1.3.3.1):
Hey everyone,

In today's patch, we want to take a second to say, 'hello!' to the small group of people who were concerned that LiF:YO had
been forgotten about. Well, of course, we would never do that and are excited for today's updates. See for yourself in the patch
notes or take a look on the beta test branch for more info!
Please read the end of the post if you’re unsure how to activate LiF:YO Steam beta branch.

Patch notes (ver. 1.3.3.1):. Croteam games available at discounted prices – check it out!:
For all you Sam fans out there we have some great news: as a part of Devolver Digital Weekend Sale (August 13-17th) ALL
Croteam's games are on sale NOW!

This is the time to complete your Serious Sam collection and a chance to try something different and challenge your mind even
more with critically acclaimed puzzler The Talos Principle and it's DLC, Road to Gehenna.

Here's what we offer for you:
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Serious Sam Series 90% off
Talos Principle 66% off
Talos Principle DLCs 66% off
Road to Gehenna 25% off

Share this great news with your friends and go buy yourself some great games. You deserved it!

http://store.steampowered.com/search/?snr=1_5_9__12&term=croteam

. Android Version Update (3.0.0.04170804):

Google Play[play.google.com]. Ancient Enemy is coming soon! Wishlist it today.:
We are pleased to announce our new game is coming to Steam in 2019!

You can wishlist it here and also check out screenshots:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Expose family secrets and intrigue:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Patch 1.0.6:
Teleporters will no longer spawn in the way of traps (rolling logs or projectile traps)
Performance improvements for the Forge
The Lead God acheivement now correctly unlocks the Super Hot Watch
Map zoom level will no longer reset each floor
Fixed an issue where enemies could spawn inside of sarcophagi
Fixed a problem where homing modifiers would cause genade launcher rounds to angle away from targets
Chests and health pickups now have more descriptive icons on the map
Decreased the quality of the Chaos Ammolet (will spawn more often in lower level chests and less often in black chests)
Pushing a table into another room will no longer cause it to become invisible
Fixed an issue with reflected bullet directions for some enemy projectiles
Fixed an issue where the Kill Pillars could be injured from blanks fired in adjacent rooms
Fixed an issue where the electric guitar would fire extremely quickly if you left an amp on the previous floor
Blizzbulons that die in pits will no longer reappear when you reenter the room
Homing modifiers will no longer allow the Black Hole Gun projectiles to live forever
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Fixed a visual bug that occurs when completing <REDACTED> (final secret floor)
Players can no longer get stuck on Trorc's (truck merchant's) display in the Breach
The cop will no longer immediately die if acquired in the Forge
Gun selection hotkeys on the keyboard now only affect the player using the keyboard (in coop). 1,000 users playing CS2D
concurrently via Steam!:
We just hit the mark of 1,000 users playing CS2D concurrently via Steam! Less than 20 hours after the release!

The Steam release was a great success so far. We also managed to identify some technical issues in the game client which we
will try to address and fix ASAP in order to improve the quality and stability of the game.

Thanks to everyone for making this Steam launch an awesome experience!. Changelog 25:
V0.7.9e

GAMEPLAY
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